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AIRBORNE RADAR TECHNOLOGY FOR WINDSHEAR DETECTION 
By 
Joseph L. H1bey* and Cam1lle S. Khalaf** 
ABSTRACT 
The obJect1ves and accomplishments of the two and a half year effort to 
describe how returns from an on board Doppler radar are to be used to detect 
the presence of a w1nd shear are reported. The problem 1S modeled as one of 
f1rst passage 1n terms of state variables, the state estimates are generated 
by a bank of extended Kalman f1lters work1ng 1n parallel, and the decis10n 
strategy involves the use of a voting algorithm for a series of likel1hood 
rat10 tests. The performance 1ssue for filtering is addressed in terms of 
error-covariance reduction and filter divergence, and the performance 1ssue 
for detection is addressed in terms of using a probability measure trans-
formation to derive theoretical expressions for the error probabilities of a 
false alarm and a miss. 
*Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineer1ng, Old 
Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23529. 
**Graduate Research Assistant, Department of Electrical and Computer Engi-
neering, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23529. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall begin by briefly summarizing the goals and accomplishments of 
the two and a half year duration of this grant. Following th1S overview, we 
shall present a more detailed expos1t10n and then conclude with some ideas 
for future work. 
The primary obJect1ve involved detecting the presence of w1nd shear and 
alerting the pilot 1n time to avoid catastrophe. To accomplish this, we 
have assumed throughout that a Doppler radar would reslde on board the alr-
craft and provide us w1th measurements, or returns, that we could then pro-
cess for purposes of detection and ultimate avoidance. The feasibility of 
such an approach was 1ndicated in a 1983 report [lJ of the National Research 
Council on wind shear. 
With thlS in mind, work proceeded by first attempting to obtain a 
mathematical description of the problem. This was ach1eved by representlng 
the onset of wind shear as a first-passage problem. Also called the 
classical dlsruption problem or exit problem, it essentially 1nvolves 
monitorlng the evolution of a stochastic process and attempting to determine 
the first t1me 1t exceeds some threshold. The actual models were described 
1n terms of state varlables that sat1sfied a system of stochastic 
differentlal equations. The radar returns were represented as nonlinear 
slgnals in addit1ve white Gaussian noise. Nonlinear f1ltering techniques of 
the extended Kalman type were then applied to estimate both the time of 
occurrence of wind shear and the magnitude of the so-called microburst. 
This theoretical formulation and ideas for its simulation and eventual im-
plementation formed the core of the first year and half effort, and is fully 
described in Ref. [2J; it also served as a progress report for that period 
and is included 1n Append1x A to this document. 
Encouraged by the preliminary findings of the initial research, we 
continued in the last year by refining our models to more appropriately 
reflect reality and by addressing the issue of performance. Thus, we f1rst 
expllc1tly took into account phase 1nformatlon and modif1ed the filterlng 
algorithms accord1ngly. Many computer simulations were run to determlne 
v1able approximations leading to acceptable results. We then sh1fted our 
attent10n to the system's overall performance 1n terms of evaluat1ng the 
false alarm and m1SS error probab1lities. Although the findings are of a 
theoret1cal nature, we shall 1nclude some ideas regarding their integration 
into an actual algorithm. 
In the next section we shall formulate the problem in terms of a math-
ematical model involving state space representations and use nonlinear f1l-
tering theory to derive algorithms for estimating the quantitites needed to 
detect wind shear. Computational issues related to simulation and implemen-
tation procedures w1ll then be d1scussed. Finally, this will lead us to a 
presentation of detection and performance 1ssues to be followed by some 
concluding remarks. 
Before proceeding, we mention that in the following presentat10n we 
shall often refer to paper [2] 1n Appendix A for notat10n and some of the 
bas1c techniques we have adopted. As w1ll be seen, 1n some instances the 
equations used there will not be mod1fied, wh1le 1n other cases they are. 
Therefore, for the sake of completeness and ease 1n reading, if an equation 
has not changed, it will merely be repeated in this report with the same 
numbering system and with little or no comment. On the other hand, var1ants 
of the original equations will appear in this report with a "prime" sj1Tlbol 
attached to the equation number. Finally, start1ng with Eq. (12) in this 
report, there are no such corresponding equations in the earlier report. 
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2. MATHEMATICAl REPRESENTATIONS 
Model1ng 
In [2J, we concluded that the radar return can be modeled as 
and 
z =10 t 1 1f t < T if t ) T 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
This 1S the class1c "signal h (.) in addit1ve white Gaussian n01se v" prob-
lem. It is somewhat unconvent1onal, however, in that 1t involves Zt' a 
zero-one process that d1stingu1shes between the absence of wind shear (z = 0 
for t < T, implY1ng a relat1vely low w1nd veloc1ty s = x) and the presence 
of wind shear (z = 1 for t ) T, implying a relatively h1gh wind veloc1ty 
s = b). The idea of detection, then, 1S to derive an est1mate T of T, the 
f1rst t1me of occurrence of a m1croburst. As such an estimate w1ll requ1re 
an est1mate z of z, one must f1rst f1nd state-space models for all the 
processes involved and then der1ve an appropriate f1lter. 
The earl1er model descr1b1ng the states has now been modified to 
include phase information~. As usual, we shall assume that ~ is a 
3 
uniform random variable distributed over (-w, w). The result1ng model then 
becomes 
dx 0 -F 0 0 0 x dWt (4 -a I ) 
state: dz = A dt + 0 -A 0 0 z dt + dM t (4-b I ) 
db 0 0 0 -G 0 b dB t (4-c I ) 
d1/l 0 0 0 0 -H l1/l L dUt (4 -d I ) 
where Ut is Brown1an mot1on (mean zero and variance Uct) that is mutually 
lndependent of the above d1sturbances and initial cond1tions; w1th 1/10 chosen 
as un1form, Hand U
c 
will typically be selected very small. (Note: in [2], 
the wavelength v 1n (51) was ambiguously wr1tten as A). 
Signal Statlstics 
ThlS new measurement equat10n involving the process 1/I t can be glven the 
followlng lnterpretation. In actuality, at a given range gate there exists 
a 1 arge number of scatterers each with a different velocity. If the sam-
pllng rate is sufficiently high, then each of these velocities is approxl-
mately constant. Therefore, one can model this sltuatlon by lmaglnlng one 
scatterer at each range gate havlng a veloc1ty that varies w1th sample tlme. 
What 1S lmportant 1S that the model possess the same statlstics as the real 
system, and this 1S accompl1shed by requiring a un1form distr1bution for the 
random phase process 1/It' Glven this model, the fllters used to derive tne 
appropriate state estimates will now include addltional equations to esti-
mate 1/1 t as we 11 . 
The signal h(.) can be viewed as an example of exponentlal modulatlon 
4 
(see, for example, Gray and Davisson [3, pp. 258-260J or Weinste1n and 
Zubakov [4, Chap. 8)), that 1S, 
A 
h(t) = 1m q(t) = 
where 1m {.} denotes the imaginary part of f·}. From th1S, the statist1cs 
of h can be der1ved from those of q. Thus, since the amplitude A has a 
Rayleigh distribution, the velocity x (or b) has a Gaussian distribution, 
and the phase ~ has a uniform distribution, it follows that, glven Z (0 or 
1), the slnusoid in h is distributed as l/w~l - y2 for lyl<l (see Papoul1s 
[5, p.100J) and h is Gaussian (see Doviak and Zrnic [6, p. 50J). The 
results of Doviak and Zrnic [6, p. 440J and Papoulis [5, pp. 268, 269J then 
lead to an autocorrelation R of q of the form q 
where c and d are constants, and th1S impl1es its power spectrum 1S 
Gaussian (also see Doviak and Zrnic [6, p. 43J). 
The previous result is valid conditionally, that is, with constants c, 
d corresponding to xt when Zt = 0 (t < T) and there is no wind shear, and 
with constants c l , dl corresponding to bt when Zt = 1 (t>T) and there is 
wind shear. To der1ve an expression valid for all t, one finds through 
reconditioning and the fact that T is exponentially distributed (see [2J in 
Appendix A) that R is of the form q 
5 
j a( x - x ) j a I (bt-b ) 
R q (T) = e -A tEe t s + (l-e -At) E e s (6) 
with a and a l constants. But since the increments xt - Xs and bt - b are s 
themselves Gauss ian, we find as above th at 
2 jw T -d'T 2 jWcT 
-A t -dT + (l-e -A t) Rq (T ) C c l (7) = e c e e e e 
WhlCh shows that q, and therefore h, are nonstationary processes. This 
result suggests the use of Kalman-type filterlng which, unlike Wiener 
filtering, makes no assumptlons regarding the necessity of statlonarity. 
Fllterlng 
Using thlS model, we next generate MMSE estimates (denoted wlth a ~ 
symbol) of the state varlables and use them to detect the onset of wind 
shear. Thus, as in the earlier report [2J, we find that the candltlonal 
'" mean Zt given by 
Zt = Prr t ) T I y s' a < s < tJ (8) 
represents the probability that wlnd shear has occurred. But agaln, 
recognizlng the need for a Suboptlmal estimate Zt because of the nonlinear 
nature of the problem, a suboptimal estimate T of the microburst occurrence 
time T is glven by 
(9 ) 
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where k is some threshold ln the unit interval. ThlS characterlzes our 
problem as one of first-passage. 
Our next step is to specify the filtering algorithms required to 
generate the estimates used in detectlon. These will be based on the 
extended Kalman filter and, for the system in (4') and (5') above, are glven 
as fo llows: 
dx 0 -F 0 0 0 x ah/ax 
dz dt + 0 0 0 - dt + P ah/az -1 IN (10' ) = A -A z Vc 
db 0 0 0 -G 0 b ah/ab 
dtjI 0 0 0 0 -H 1/1 lah/a$ 
-F 0 0 0 r-F 0 0 0 
r:c 
0 0 0 
dP = 0 -A 0 0 P + P l~ -A 0 0 + A (l-Z) 0 0 0 0 -G 0 0 -G a l~ a B 0 c a a 0 -H 0 0 -H a a u c 
T 
ah/ax ah/ax 
-v -lp ali/az alilaz P dt _ .: v -1 P·SOT·IN (11' ) c 2 c all/ab ati"!ab 
ah/a~ ah/a~ 
l!. 1 
where IN = dy - (h + - • SOT) dt, Innovations 
2 
l!. 
SOT = trace [PH] , ~econd-~der-Ierm, and 
l!. 
H = a2 h / a (7)2, Hessian matrix. 
7 
Unt1l now, all we have done 1S mod1fy the appropriate equations 1n [2J to 
account for phase 1nformat1on. Look1ng ahead, however, to our d1Scussion 
about performance, it w1ll be helpful to expl1c1tly represent the ga1n 
t:,. 
P a h / a (:-) in (10 1 ) and h above, w1th cp = 4'11' / \I, as 
a h/a x Gx Pll P12 P13 P14 1 - z t:,. t:,. 
ah/az --P = G
z 
= P21 P22 Pt3 P24 b - z cpt A cosa 
ali/at) Gb P31 P32 P33 P34 z 
a"h/af GIjI P4l P42 P43 P44 (cpt)-1 
where 
t:,. 
h = A S1n {wct + cpt [b t Zt + xt (l-zt }] + IjIt } = A S1n a 
Rewr1t1ng (10 1 ), we therefore obtain the f1lter 
-1 dx = -F x dt + G V ·IN 
x c 
dZ = A (l-z) dt + G V-I. IN 
z c 
- - -1 db = -G b dt + Gb Vc ·IN 
df = -H ~ dt + Gp V- 1.IN 
3. COMPUTATIONAl ISSUES 
(12) 
(13 ) 
(14 ) 
The above formulation has been g1ven in germs of continuous t1me. A 
d1screte-time formulat1on was der1ved from th1S uS1ng standard Euler 
8 
approximations (see [2]) for purposes of slmulation on a digital computer. 
As was expected, because of the nonlinear nature of the measurement equation 
glven 1n (51), the estimates produced by the f1lters in (10 1) sometimes 
diverged for certa1n cho1ces of parameter such as init1al conditions 
(xo' bo' Po' etc.), noise intensities (WC ' Bc ' Vc' etc.), and slgnal power 
levels (related to A in (51)). More prec1sely, the error-covariance matrix 
P in (111) d1d not rema1n nonnegative definite as it should. The reasons 
why this occurs 1nclude the approximation techniques util1zed in determ1ning 
an extended Kalman filter and the finite word length or limited precision of 
a digital computer; in the latter case, truncation errors tend to accumulate 
over t1me (see Jazw1nsk1 [7, chap. 9]). 
In order to rectify this situation, the follow1ng approaches were 
tried. The d1agonal elements of the P matr1x 1n (111) represent error-
variances of the appropr1ate state estimates. Be1ng variances, these should 
never become negative. Therefore, as a first attempt, these variables were 
monitored and reset to zero each time they became negat1ve. 
With only marginal improvement from the above, we considered the off-
diagonal elements of P which represent cross error-covariances. For 
example, the typical (i,j) element for i * j 1S of the form 
P1J. = E (u.-u.) (v. - 'V'.) 
1 1 J J 
where E denotes expectat10n glven the measurements. Using the Schwarz 
inequality, an upper bound on p . results in 
1J 
(15 ) 
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Thus, by mon1tor1ng the Pij's, we were able to reset values to insure the 
val1d1tyof (15) for all time. 
Although this approach showed further improvement, 1t was st1ll not 
sat1sfactory. At best, it is an ad hoc technique that works 1n only llm1ted 
cases. We therefore turned to square-root f1lter1ng algor1thms (see, for 
example, Anderson and Moore [8, chap. 5J). These algor1thms are based on 
so-called slngular-value-decompos1t1ons and are spec1f1cally des1gned to 
ma1ntain the nonnegat1ve def1n1te property of P and thereby el1m1nate filter 
d1vergence. Although their use 1mpl1es a more complex f1lter, the 1mprove-
ment 1n the qual1ty of the est1mates Just1f1es their adopt1on. A copy of a 
computer program that generates state estimates from such a square-root 
f1lter of the Kalman type appears 1n Appendix B with some examples of its 
output. 
Turn1ng now to the 1mplementation aspect of the problem, we refer once 
again to [2J for the basic methodology. There we see the need for a bank of 
N of the above type f1lters each receiving its sample measurements from a 
part1cular range locat1on, or range gate, w1th1n the region affected by the 
m1croburst; each f1lter w1ll process a batch of M measurements in a ser1al 
fash10n (the results 1n Appendix B use M=32), and all f1lters w1ll work 1n 
parallel. The actual decis10n as to whether or not w1nd shear has occurred 
w1ll be based on the outputs z of these N filters, and our approach w1ll 
employ a voting algor1thm to be expla1ned in the next section on detection 
and performance. 
4. DETECTION AND PERFORMANCE 
The performance issue involves determining how good the filtering and 
detection algorithms work. In the case of filtering, this is measured by 
examining the errors in estimation and 1S directly reflected in the elements 
10 
of the error-covariance matrix P in (111). Whereas this was the subject of 
the previous section, we now address performance 1n the context of 
detect10n. 
A measure of how good a detection scheme works involves an assessment 
of the errors one commits while making dec1sions. Here we are confronted 
with two types of errors: declaring w1nd shear when 1t is not present, and 
declar1ng no w1nd shear when indeed it is present. These errors, called 
false alarm and miss, respectively, are often very difficult to compute. 
Our objective 1n this section, then, is to explain how one might evaluate 
them both theoretically and empirically. 
Likelihood-Ratio Test 
Our strategy for deciding about the presence or absence of w1nd shear 
is based on a likel1hood ratio test such as described by Van Trees [9, chap. 
2J. As indicated above, we are 1nterested in determining the t1me at Wh1Ch 
the process Zt 1n (3) changes abruptly from zero to one; the detection of 
such abrupt changes 1S d1scussed 1n the text ed1ted by Basseville and 
Beneven1ste [10J. As it turns out, the likelihood ratio involves the 
estimate ~t of Zt given in (8), or, more precisely, its Subopt1mal est1mate 
It given in (14). We therefore define the likelihood ratio L as 
A Pr [wind shear observations of y from 0 to tJ 
L = -------------------------------------------------Pr [no wind shear observations of y from 0 to tJ 
and use (8) with ~ replaced by Z to obtain 
11 
l!. Pr [T .. t y, a .. s .. tJ 
s 
L = ----------- = 
Pr [T > t Ys' a .. s .. tJ l-z 
(16 ) 
The llkelihood-ratio-test (LRT) involves test1ng the magnitude of L 1n 
relation to some threshold y' defined as 
(17) 
where Po and PI are the a pr10ri probabll1t1es of the absence and presence 
of wind shear, respectively, and C .. , i,j = 0,1 are the relative costs of 1J 
making correct (i=j) and incorrect (i*j) decisions. For example, as is 
often the case, if no cost is attached to making correct decisions, COO= Cll 
= 0; a choice of CIa = 3, say, implies a cost of decid1ng 1n favor of w1nd 
shear (i=l) when indeed there is none (J=O), while a cost of Cal = 19, say, 
1S 1ncurred 1n dec1d1ng against w1nd shear (1=0) when in fact 1t is present 
(J=l). Also, by way of example, Po = .95 indicates a strong belief that no 
w1nd shear is present and therefore lmplies PI = .05. The actual values 
used 1n any test will be chosen by the pilot based on airline safety 
procedures and standards, and current weather reports. From the choices 
selected above, the 1nterpretat10n is that one is less tolerant of m1sS1ng a 
w1nd shear (Cal> CIa) in a situation where wind shear appears to be unlikely 
(PO> > PI)· We therefore arr1ve at the follow1ng LRT: 
12 
HI 
- > LRT: z yl < (18) 
1 - z HO 
Here, HO denotes the hypothesis there is no wind shear and HI denotes the 
hypothes1s there 1S w1nd shear. Equ1valently, assuming y I > 0, we have 
LRT: z y (19) 
A 
where y = y I / (1 +-y I ) • Thus, we compute z and dec 1 are the presence of wi n d 
shear if z > y, and declare its absence otherwise. 
Voting Algor1thm 
We next recall that in reality we have a bank of N f1lters each uS1ng 
measurements taken at a spec1fic range gate. Therefore, we w1ll need N 
LRTls and some type of voting algorithm on Wh1Ch to base our decis1on. We 
proceed as follows. 
Let us assume a symmetr1c microburst pattern and, for convenience, N + 
1 f1lters act1ng over a range that encloses the resolution volume of the 
weather target, as shown below: 
-I-'---v! 1-h2-------I- TS 
-N/2 ... -2 -1 0 1 2 ... N/2 
A 
Here, range time TS = nAT, n = - N/2, ... , -1, 0, 1, ... , N/2; also see 
Fig. 3 in [2]. We further assume that if, say, 4/5 of the tests ind1cate 
13 
wind shear (HI)' we declare w1nd shear; if 4/5 of the tests indicate no wind 
shear (HO)' we declare no wind shear; otherw1se, we make no decision at this 
t1me and walt for more data. To express th1S, we first denote the indicator 
functlon If.1 of 
I IA! 'I~ 
We next def1ne the 
shear) by 
l!. N/2 
an event A by 
if A occurs 
otherwise 
nl.l11ber J of "tr1ggered gates" (those 1ndicating wind 
J = k I[Zt (il!.T) > Y J 
1=-N/2 
l!. 
(20) 
and 1tS complement byJ = (N+I-J) (the nl.l11ber of gates indicating no w1nd 
shear). Then, setting the rat10 r = 4/5, our voting algorithm becomes 
1f J > r (N+l), then dec1de HI; 
if J > r (N+l), then decide HO; 
otherwise, make no decision. 
The ratio r used in (21) is a design parameter set by the pilot in 
(21) 
accordance wlth weather reports and existing standards and guidel1nes. For 
example, with a weather report ind1cating virtually no winds, 4/5 might be 
viable because any m1croburst would probably be symmetric; on the other 
hand, a report of a 20 knot w1nd might suggest the use of ratio 2/3 because 
any m1croburst would probably be asymmetric. In general, as weather reports 
indicate hlgher wind velocities, a lower number of "gates" need to be 
"triggered" before declaring the presence of wlnd shear because its 
occurrence becomes more probable. Finally, we note that z 1S a process 
evolving w1th time t, so any meaningful test would actually require that 
14 
(21) give consistent results over some prespec1fied duration of time before 
the ult1mate dec1sion is made; examining bt over this duration would also 
prov1de a direct correlation w1th this decis1on. 
Error Analysis 
Referring to (19), we see that a so-called type 1 error or false alarm 
1S comm1tted 1f hypothesis HO (no wind shear) is 1ndeed true, yet we 
mistakenly conclude that hypothesis H1 (wind shear) is true because z > y. 
L1kew1se a so-called type 2 error or m1SS 1S comm1tted 1f H1 ;s true, yet we 
dec1de 1n favor of HO because z < y. Therefore, denoting the conditional 
dens1ties of z by P(Z!Hi ), 1=0, 1, we def1ne the error probabil1t1es of a 
false alarm PF and m1SS PM by 
t:. 1 
P = F Pr [ Zt > y ! HO] = J p(Zt ! HO) d ~ (22) y 
t:. y 
PM = Pr [Zt < y ! HI] = J p (Zt ! H1) d ~ 0 
(23) 
One approach to computing PF and PM is to use Monte Carlo techniques. 
For example, considering PF (similar remarks apply to PM)' one would gener-
ate observat1ons from (51), but with Zt = 0 which corresponds to HO be1ng 
true as in (22). The observat1ons would then be used 1n (10 1) and (111) to 
evaluate Zt' and f1nally PF could be evaluated uS1ng relat1ve frequency type 
calculat1ons. 
On the other hand, (22) and (23) show the need to evaluate the condi-
tional densities p (z ! Hi)' 1=0, 1 of the llkelihood ratio z, but quite 
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often this 1S not possible. In such cases we might be satisf1ed w1th ob-
taining, for example, upper bounds on these error probabilities as 1n [11]. 
Although we shall not follow that approach here, some of the 1deas 1n [llJ 
will be used to derive theoretical expressions for PF and PM. If they could 
then be evaluated, their values could be compared with the emp1r1cal values 
obta1ned from the Monte Carlo techniques mentioned above. We now proceed 
w1th our analysis of PF defined in (22); similar comments apply to PM 1n 
(23) and, for most part, will be omitted. 
Our approach can be summarized as follows. If Zt of (10') were an 
optimal estimate of Zt rather than a suboptimal est1mate, then the 
1nnovat1ons process IN driving (10') would be a Brown1an motion process and 
the density p (z) of Zt would sat1sfy the Fokker-Planck (FP) equation 
ap(z) 
= - _a_ [A (1-Z) p(Z)] + ~ ~ [(G V-1)2 p(Z)l 
2 Z c 
az 2 a Z 
(24) 
this 1S also called the Kolmogorov forward equation. However, this equat10n 
does not exist because Zt is in fact a suboptimal estimate of Zt' so IN 1S 
not Brownian motion. Furthermore, (22) requires the cond1tional dens1ty 
p(z I HO)' not the uncondit10nal density satisfY1ng (24) which has 
- -1 
coefficients A(l-z) and Gz Vc that are the same regardless of which 
hypothes1s is true. For these reasons, therefore, we shall use a measure 
transformation (see [11] and [12] for a similar application) which will lead 
to a FP equation w1th coefficients that do indeed distingu1sh between the 
two hypotheses. The cost, however, will be an 1ncrease in the dimens10n of 
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the states whose density satisfies th1S equation, so the conditional density 
requ1red 1n (22) w1ll follow by integration. 
To begin the der1vat1on, we define the mart1ngale 
6 t 
mt = J f (11) [dy - h ch] (25) OTT 
where f(h) w1ll be spec1fied shortly. Then def1n1ng the exponent1al formula 
(see van Schuppen [13, pp. 32, 33J or Br~maud [14, pp. 336-338J) 
t t 
= exp {f f(ti") [dy - h d T] -J f2(h) Vc d T} 
o 0 
(26) 
1t follows that if E €(mT) = 1, then €(mt ) can be used with the orig1nal 
probability measure Po corresponding to HO to def1ne a new probability 
measure P2 (see van Schuppen [13, p. 38] or Lipster and Sh1ryayev [15, pp. 
314, 315]) such that 
(27) 
The verificat10n that E €(mT) = 1 follows from van Schuppen [13, pp. 34-36] 
or L1pster and Sh1ryayev [15, p. 295J by invoking a suff1clent condltlon 
2 ~ -1 requ1ring that f (n) be bounded; thus choos1ng f(lI, = nvc satisf1es the 
requirement because h 1S a slnusoid bounded by 1. Turning once again to van 
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Schuppen [13, pp. 40-42J, we use the martlngale translation theorem to 
obtain a measurement equation wlth respect to the new measure P2 glven by 
dy = h dt + h dt + dM 
I 
(28) 
where the martingale M lS a Brownian motlon process; for a proof of this 
last assertion, see [16, p. 53] for a similar derivatlon. Finally, we use 
(28) ln (14) to obtaln the new filtering equations 
di = [ -F x + G v-I x c h] dt + G v-I dM x c 
cfZ = [A (l-z) + G -1 h] dt + G v-I dM z Vc z c (29) 
+ % v~1 dt + Gb v~1 dM db = [ -Gb h] 
riP = [ -H ~ + G V-I ijJ c h] dt + GljI V-I dM c 
As (29) lndicates, the "drlft" coefflclents now expllcltly contain the 
slgnal h of (13) and, Slnce h depends expllcltly on z, these coefflclents 
can dlstlngulsh between the hypotheses HO and HI as z goes from 0 to 1, 
respectively. However, because our lnterest is currently focused on 
evaluating PF, we set z = 0 and express h by 
t:, 
h = A sin {Ill c t + ~ t xt + ljI t} = A s 1 n eO (30) 
Therefore, substitutlng (30) lnto (29) lndicates that the filter in (29) 
represents a coupling of not only the state estimates x, z, b, and ljI, but 
also of the original (unflltered) states x of (4-a l ) and ljI of (4-d l ). ThlS 
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then 1S the anticipated 1ncrease 1n d1mension alluded to above and leads to 
the followlng augmented system of equations: 
d"X = [ -Fx + G -1 h) dt + G V-I dM x Vc x c 
Oz = [A(I-z) + G V-I z c h) dt + G V-I dM z c 
db = [ -Gb + G V-I b c h) dt + Gb v~1 dM ( 31) 
op = [ -H f + G V-I 
1/1 c 
h) dt + G V-I dM 
1/1 c 
dx = -F x dt + d W 
d1/I = -H 1/1 dt + d U 
ThlS can also be expressed 1n vector form by def1n1ng the augmented state as 
tJ. ~ = [x Z b ~ x 1/1] T and wr i t i ng 
dx = A (~, t) dt + B (~, t) dW (32) 
where the column vectors A(~,t), B(~,t) and ~ are defined accordingly. 
We now recall that our objective was to obtain an expression for 
p (~t I HO) as required by (22). Therefore, using h of (30) in (32), the 
cond1t1onal Joint dens1ty of ~ glven HO' denoted by p(~, t I HO)' sat1sfies 
the Fokker-Planck equat10n 
!E. = - v • (Ap) + .!. 
at x 2 
6 
L 
1,j=1 
a2 (b1JP) 
a x. a x. 
1 J 
where Vx denotes the gradient operator with respect to the vector ~ and 
(33 ) 
tJ. T 
b1J = (B B )lj. The fact that (33) is valid follows from our use of the 
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measure transformation that resulted in the state equation (32) being dr1ven 
by a Brown1an motion process~. The density p(Zt I Ha) now follows from 
1ntegrat1ng p(~, t I Ha), that 1S, 
... ... 1T ... 1T 
p(Zt I Ha) = ( dx r db ( 
...... ...... -1T 
d/J I d x r d 1/1 p (~ (t) I Ha) 
...... -1T 
(34) 
and the final expression for the probab1lity of a false alarm defined in 
(22) becomes 
1 
PF =J dz( p (~, t I Ha) d(x, b,~, x, 1/1) y (35) 
where the latter integration symbol denotes the multiple 1ntegration shown 
expl1c1tly in (34). 
A slmilar analysis leads to an expression for the probab1lity of a m1SS 
PM. To derive it, we set z = 1 in (13) and express h by 
A 
h = A sin {wct + ~t bt + 1/Itl = A sin 91 . (36) 
Its use in (29) then represents a filter with coupling among the states x, 
z, b, and 1/1, and also the states b of (4-c l ) and 1/1 of (4-d l ). Therefore, 
the equation for x in (31) is replaced by the equation for b and the 
---- T 
augmented state vector becomes ~ = [x z b 1/1 b 1/1]. The vectors A and B of 
(32) change accordingly, and (34) is replaced by 
2a 
... ... 'II" ... 'II" 
p(Zt I H1) = J d X r db r 
..... ..... -'II" 
d ~ r db r d/I p(~, t I H1). 
..... -'II" 
(37) 
Then the final expression for the probability of a miss defined in (23) 
becomes 
y -
PM =f d zf p(~, t I H1) d(x, b,~, b, 1/1) o 
(38) 
To summar1ze what we have done, the false alarm error probab1l1ty PF 
and m1SS error probabil1ty PM each require the solution of the Fokker-Planck 
equat10n of (33) followed by the integrations in (35) and (38), 
respectively. Since an exact solution is virtually impossible, some 
numer1cal procedure must be used to obtain suitable approximations. 
Considering a worst case scenario, however, by assuming large measurement 
-1 
noise such that Vc + 0), causes many terms in A and B to van1sh and thereby 
makes (33) less formidable. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
From the outset, we proposed to describe how one might process the 
returns from an on board Doppler radar system so as to detect the presence 
of a w1nd shear. Questions relating to spec1fic hardware such as antenna 
des1gn and so on were not the maJor concern. In contrast, the scope of tnis 
effort was to address software issues 1n the context of deriving filtering 
and detection algorithms to achleve the above obJective. 
That this 1S a final report should 1n no way suggest the completion of 
this phase of the overall effort. A good part of the preceding formulation 
21 
has resulted in theoretical type express10ns which ideally could be used as 
a basis for practical implementation, and we have endeavored to indicate 
this 1n the appropriate places of th1S report. It 1S our sincerest hope 
that the adopt10n of some of these ideas will be useful 1n the attempt to 
further understand and ult1mately solve the w1nd shear problem. 
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Md_~~S'''-0 
~n approacn IS proposed for extracting Infor-
m~tlon from airborne Duppler radar returns that 
:an be used to determine the presence of wind 
she"r In l.ommerclal aViation. Issues that are 
r11_c~ssed nclude modelIng In terms of stochas-
tiC dlffecentlal equations. estimation In terms 
)r mIn Il11ummean-SCluare-error f I I ters. and detec-
tion In termS of a first passage problem. Some 
jISl.USSIO~ of the hardware architecture needed 
t ;)rc,cess tne data In d timely and efficient 
'!'.or,ner I:; ,) I so I nc I uded 
'NTRODUCTION 
Tne prGblem of WInd 3hear In commercial ')vla-
tlun has alwovs eXisted. but ~nlv recently has It 
Dee" given the attention It deserves In the last 
f' -teen vears. It has been listed as the cause of 
,~ eral acclde~ts InvolVing large carriers. With 
'~e most resent beIng the crash of Oelta AirlInes 
.- , I <.jnt I '3 I In 0.3 I I as on August 2. I'iSS that 
cl~l~ed the lives of 137 people 
T~e pnenomenon can be loosely described as a 
_'"'JC!~ downOurst of WInd at a velOCity of dPrOXI-
",,,tel 40 '1leters/second which. upon Impact With 
~:le ~rL'Jnd. results In a hor'zontal component of 
wlr'J veluclty With high magnitude. and With 
GIl eC~10n that abruptly changes as one moves 
thrJugh It at an altitude close to the ground. 
TI 'us I t poses a severe hazard to a I rcraft who 
enl.ounter thiS so-cal led mlcroburst (see FUJita 
[I II In either the take-off or landing phase of 
tllght. In that the aircraft first experiences a 
111'~h head wind cauSing 11ft followed suddenly by a 
hIgh tal I Wind causing descent. Therefore. With 
lIttle altitude In which to maneuver. pi lots are 
~~able to recover control and disaster results 
The manv causes of Wind shear are discussed In 
r~port [2]. also see Dovlak and Zrnlc (3.chap J] 
These range from wet mlcrobursts that occur In the 
wake of thunderstorms to dry mlcrobursts that 
0ccur In more tranqui I climatic conditions. 
Rpsearch In thiS area continues to gain a better 
c.nderst,md I ng of the phys I CS I nvo I ved. 
Th~ above -eport also discusses various 
metr~ds ~~r Jetectlng the presence of Wind shear 
and alerting the PI lot In a timely fashIon Among 
these 15 the use of ground based radars such as the 
system cal led NEXPAD. a planned network of Doppler 
radars to be Operated by the National Weather 
Service. and a proposed Doppler radar system cal led 
TDWR that would be placed specifically at prinCipal 
airports. The report also proposes the use of 
airborne Doppler radars, and It IS this topic that 
we Wish to explore In thiS paper 
To be more precise. we shal I propose a method 
for extracting Information from Doppler radar re-
turns that can be used to determine the presence 
of Wind shear. Issues to be discussed wi I I In-
clude modeling In terms of stochastiC differential 
equations. estimation In terms of mlnlmum-mean-
square-error (MMSEl filters. and detection In 
terms of a first-passage problem. In addItion. we 
shal I Include some discussion of the hardware 
architecture needed to process the data In a 
timely and efficient manner. 
z. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION 
The method of solution we shal I Investigate IS 
based on the claSSical disruption problem In the 
mathematics literature. this IS sometimes cal led 
the first-passage problem or the exit problem. 
More precisely. one monitors the evolution of a 
stochastic process and attempts to determine the 
first time the process reaches a boundary or 
exceeds a threshold. In terms of detecting Wind 
shear. the first time the threshold Is exceeded 
WI I I correspond to the onset of a mlcroburst. Our 
formulation wll I be based on a paper by Devls [4] 
who shows how non I Inear filterIng techniques can 
be useful In the detection process. We now 
proceed to describe the radar Signal returns, the 
state space model, and the filtering and detection 
algorlttvn. 
Radar Signal Returns 
fhe radar signals used In weather applications 
are composites of signals from a very large number 
of scatterers (e.g., hydrometeors) each of which 
can be considered a point target. collectively 
they describe a so-cal led distributed target. 
After the round trip propagation delay. echoes due 
to one pulse are continuously received over a time 
Interval equal to tWice the time It takes the 
pulse to propagate across the volume containing 
the scatterers The echoes can be expressed as 
(see. e g • Van Trees [5]) 
r(2r Ie) 
v 
I [/ -4rrrdA1 -J4rrrv/A l2 1A1W1e e 
where 's = 2rv/c IS the so-cal led range 
time. rv IS the range resolution volume. r l Is 
the Incremental range wIthin the volume. IAII//2 
IS the echo amp I Itude of the Ith scatterer 
located at range rv + r l , and WI Is the cor-
responding range weighting function For a short 
pulse duration. however. this equation does not 
contain any Doppler shIft Information because 
weather targets move at relatively slow speed 
(r l IS constant during the time scatterer I IS 
I I lumlnated by the pulse). Therefore. In order to 
Include Doppler shIft InformatIon needed for WInd 
shear analysis. one would have to look at returns 
from a number of pulses where each return Is of 
the above form and consists of reflections at a 
number of range gates, By proper sampling. then. 
a sequence of complex video samples r(kTs ) 
separated by the pulse repetition time Ts can be 
obtaIned for each and every range gate ThIS 
sequence would consist of a signal In additive 
nOIse. Ie. 
r(U,J = s"eJwd"r, ,. V", k = 0,1, ,~1-1 
where wd IS the Doppler shift and H Is the 
number of returns considered at one time. The 
fundamental difference between these equatIons IS 
that the former describes the reflection process 
In s~ace (range tIme) while the latter describes 
It In time (sample time) at one specific range 
Because our analYSIS will be based on the sample 
time sequences that contain the Doppler shift 
InformatIon. the use of dynamical models that 
Incur abrupt changes are natural candidates for 
WInd shear applications 
,n lew of the ab~ve diSCUSSion let us assume 
tr,,,,t the r cl'Jar return can be mode I ed as 
I I) 
.. J")",re hl~t) - A slnl",c + 4!1Sti.l )t. 
A dmp I I tude I enve lope) • 
"t rddlal velOCity (along the radar's 
beam ax IS). 
Vt - Gdusslan white nOise WIth zero mean 
and correlation matrix Vc' 
we - carrier frequency. and 
\ wavelength 
"'" ..lre tt,us assuming a phase modulation format 
.. nere each measurement rt represents a return at 
some t,xed range gate. other formats might also be 
appl 'cable Hore precisely. conSider the fol low-
I~g rlQure denoting raaar returns from sequential 
p~l"es of pulse repetition time Ts Jnd round 
trip prooa~atlon t.lme ts as defIned above 
2 
·sr/·S~d ~, 
il.
1
.:£...!: -",:--T-I.2--r~,-
"'-"t;~( 
The sequence of H poInts (a) denotes samples 
of the scattered SIgnal at some distance ra In 
the entire volume. {b} denotes samples at diS-
tance rb' etc Imagine. for examole. that each 
return IS separated by Ts = 0 I ms arIsIng from 
an assumed mlcroburst of 15 km In depth These 
varIous sequences can be used to generate statis-
tiCS for St at the corresponding ranges rv 
Within the mlcroburst. For example. one could use 
al I H samples In a batch mode to compute the 
radial velOCity WIth a resolution (A/Z) (1/NTsl. 
where A Is the radar carrIer wavelength; eIther 
FFT or covarIance methods could be used. 
Now suppose one Wishes to estimate the occur-
rence of the abrupt change In the velOCity St 
that accompanies a mlcroburst. ConSider the 
follOWing figure 
"rJt \ 
',on ,. 
~-r,-
""10m 
+ivr 
I Fl..,uce .2 
I 
\...' 
~,,& 
Here we have shown that. In a mlcroburst. the down-
burst Impacts the ground and the magnItude of the 
velOCity v changes abruptly from =ero at the 
center of the mlcroburst to some relatlvelv large 
nomInal value! vnom' In the absence of a 
mlcroburst. the magnitude and directIon of v are 
random 
To formulate a state space model for the above 
sItuatIon. let us Imagine that before the mlcro-
burst. the velocity IS a stochastic process Xt 
whose mean Is a relatively sma I I nonzero constant 
and whose varIance IS a relatively large constant; 
after the mlcroburst. we 'hal I Imagine that the 
velOCity IS a stochastIC process bt whose mean 
IS a relatively large constant (correSpOnding to 
vnom ) and whose varIance Is relatively sma I I. 
Thus we can wrIte 
(Z) 
where 
Zt = [ 0 
1Ft < T 
(3) 
IF t ~ T 
and T denotes the random time of occurrence of the 
mlcroburst IF we now assume that T Is an eXpOnen-
tial Iy distributed random variable with parameter 
A. and redefine the observations rt In (I) as 
dVt ~ rtdt. then a possible model might be 
state 
1)t)'5ervdtlon 
o 
-A 
o 
A Sln(~c + 4rrfbtZt 
.. '<t( I-zt ) In It + dVt 
(4-a) 
(4-bl 
(4-c) 
(51 
where Wt Brownian motion (mean zero and variance 
Wc t ) • 
Mt martingale associated With a Poisson 
process Zt stopped at Its first 
Jump time. 
Bt Brownian motion (mean zero and variance 
Brt) • 
Vt Brownian motion (mean zero and variance 
Vct). and 
al I Brownian motions and Initial conditions are 
mutua I I Y Independent 
The parameters F and G must be chosen to 
achieve the deSired statistical properties men-
tioned above and. at the same time. must guarantee 
stable solutions when their dIscrete approxima-
tions are Implemented on a digital computer The 
stabl Iity Issue wlI I be discussed later In the 
section on Simulation Considering the statisti-
cal properties required of Xt. Its solution. 
With xo assumed determinIstic. Implies the 
fol lOWing mean and variance' 
Since In reality we are unable to have t + - to 
obtain a large constant variance. we shal I choose 
F to be relatively large (and Wc even larger). 
However. such a choice drives the mean to zero. 
which IS not desired. Therefore. to compensate 
·or this. the Xt used In (5) WI I I actually be 
tr.e Xt From (4-a) plus a constant nominal value 
of xnom ' On the other hand. sInce the bt pro-
ce3S has a mean and variance WIth the same form as 
that For Xt. and the desired statistical proper-
ties of bt are opposite those of Xt. we choose 
G to be relatively smai I 
FI I~erlng and Detection Algorithm 
USing the state and observation equations In 
(4) and (5) above. we can generate HHSE estimates 
X. Z. and b of the respective states x. z. and b 
and use them to detect the on~et of WInd shear. 
More specIFically. recal I ing the definition of 
Zt In (3). It turns out that 
3 
Zt = Pr(t ~ Tlys' 0 :S s :S t] (6) 
I.e •• the conditional mean Zt Is precisely the 
probabl I Ity that WInd shear has occurred. How-
ever. because our model represents a system of non-
lInear stochastic differential equations. It IS 
not possible to derive the optimal estimate Z In 
terms of a Finite-dimensional realization. There-
Fore. this so-cal led moment closure problem 
compels us to seek a suboptimal Filter Once 
speCIFied. then we can use the suboptimal estImate 
Zt of Zt to generate an estimate T of T. the 
First time of occurrence of a mlcroburst. by 
choosing some threshold k t (0.1) and setting 
T = min{tlzt ~ k} ( 7) 
It IS the form of (7) that causes US to de-
scrIbe the problem as one of first-passage Its 
successful use as a detection algorithm wi I I 
depend heavily on the quality of the estImates of 
z prOVIded by the fl Iter. the k parameter IS also 
Important In that It IS related to the performance 
Issue and the concomitant false-alarm and miss 
error-probabl I Itles. With thiS in mind. we have 
opted to compare +-he use of the extended Kalman 
FI Iter (EKF) with the truncated second order 
fl Iter (TSOF) as presented. for example. by 
Jazwlnskl [6.chap 9] A slight modiFicatIon In 
the error-covariance equations. however. IS 
reqUired because of the martIngale Ht In (4-b) 
assOCiated With the purely discontinuous process 
Zt In any case. With overbars denotlnq 
,uboptlmaI estimates and P denoting the 
error-covariance matrix. we have the fol lOWing' 
[dX] [oj [-F 0 oj [x] [a~/a~J-1 d~ = A dt+ 0 -A ° ~ dt+P a~/a~ Vc 'IN db ° 0 0 -G 0 ah/a9 (8) 
where IN ~ dy - (il + i . sor)dt, ~ovat10ns 
sor ~ trace [PH), second-order-term, and 
H 6 a4h/a(~)2, ~~ss.an ~tr1x~ 
In derIVing these equatIons. use is made of the 
f~ct that the definItion of Zt In (3) Impl ies 
Zt = Zt. Also the term A(I-z) in the 
error-covarIance equation 15 a result of the 
quadratic variation of the martingale Ht In 
(4-bl. Finally note that If the term SOT IS zero. 
then the preceding equations define the EKF; 
otherWise. they defIne the TSOF. 
3 SIHULATlON 
The approach used In dlscretlZlng the con-
tInuous-time equations gIven In the prevIous 
section Is based on Euler's apprOXimation. see. 
For example. Frankl In and Powel I [7. eh 3] Since 
the equations In (4) are decoupled. we can I I lus-
trate the approach by dlscretlzlng (4-a) to obtain 
~here wk Is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise 
sequence with correlation matrix Wc To be 
stable. one reqUires that II-F61<1. I e .. 0 < F 
( 2/6 for a sampling Interval of length 6 
which. for us. has been chosen to be 1 Analogous 
statements hold for (4-c) Therefore. recalling 
the diScuSSion on parameter selection In the 
prevIous section on state-space models. we choose 
F ::: I 90 and G ::: 0 I. 
"ne results obtained thus far from computer 
sll"1uidt"'ons have bee" encouraging and lead US to 
ccnLI~de ~I~t the ovelal I approach IS a sound one 
~, 15 so often the case In such simulations. care 
must be taken In ~elp.ctlnq values of state and 
0b~"'1 J..:ltlon nOise St..ltIStICS and Initial error-
CO/dr Idnces to prevent fl Iter divergence. and we 
are ~ontlnulng to Investigate adaptive techniques 
to remedy thl3 problel"1 However. In those cases 
where tne filtered estimates did converge. the 
d"'LI,IUn thdt wind shedr had occurred was made 
WI
'
hln a few sarno I Ing Intervals of the actual 
s~(urr",nce It IS anticipated that a complete 
prc=~nt~tlun of th",se Simulations WI I I be 
turtllLJnllng In the near future 
we also plan to Simulate mlcrobursts through 
the _,P uf d model based In the flUid contlnultl 
,",qU..ltlvn 
v • (pv) - 0 
WI Ul vert I ca I hvdrostat I c equ I II br I um Assump-
tlun, Include Invlscld flow with no heat Input 
(dry mlcroburst) An aZimuthally symmetriC solu-
tion In cylindrical coordlnate~. with Vz and 
vr denoting vertical and radial velOCity compo-
~ent,. rpspectlvely. Is 
Here. H IS the actual scale height. A IS the 
Initial radiUS at the top of the column. c IS the 
Initial velOCity or strength. and b IS a parameter 
jtteLtlnq the shape (outfl0w height). Through a 
, I I ~tlt mod I f I cat I on. ~he mode I can accommodate 
j';vlTrnetrlc .... 1 nllcrobur~ts with an essentially 
jlultrary vertlC..l1 shear profl Ie. the addition of 
d vur tey ring to more closely ~Imulate an actual 
mlcroburst. and wet mlcrobursts. Given the 
present st~te of knowledge concerning wind shear. 
ttl I: rnode I produces ~eometr I es that are In exce 1-
le~t aqreement with those that have been actually 
ub5~rveo Futhermore. with thIS more realistic 
mocJe I. we sha I I be ab I e to s I mu I ate radar returns 
"r0ITI several dltferert range gates 
4 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
In Implementing the actual system. several 
essential parameters regarding the hardware and 
data acquIsItIon scheme WIll have to be deter-
mined. These Include Items such as range and 
antenna weighting functIons. antenna gain. sIze of 
the resolutIon volume scanned by the beam. re-
ceiver bandwidth. and pulse repetitIon time. In 
this paper we shal I only discuss the latter where. 
Ideally. It should be chosen long enough so that 
returns from consecutive pulses do not overlap and 
yet short enough so that samples obtained at one 
range are wei I correlated for InformatIon extrac-
tion purpOses. We now elaborate. 
SInce the system studIed here wll I be used In 
airborne applications. the processing rate. and 
thus the alert time. 15 a crucial factor The 
processing rate has to be fast enough so that the 
pi lot can be warned wei I In advance to aVOid wind 
shear. ThIS rate can be Improved by overlapPIng 
computation tIme With scanning/samplIng time. In 
thiS context. the system Is thought of as two 
separate unIts. The first Is a radar that Is 
continuously transmItting and receiving SIgnals 
and a sampler that Is sampling the received 
Signals and storIng them In memory banks according 
to their range as shown In Fig. 3. The second 
unIt Is a processor that IS computing estImates 
and making deCISIons While the Qrocessor IS 
processing returns fro~ the first M pulses. the 
returns of the second M pulses are beIng sample~ 
and stored In memory In order to do thiS over-
lapPIng. the processor must process the data at a 
rate hIgher or at least equal to the rate at whIch 
i 
n 
PI I 
I 
~ 
echo amgln ... de 
" 
" 
i 
I I 
.//'"7-
".ernorJ barks 
words tcng 
each bank 1 s "I 
ldent, ca 1 Drocessors 
the data are received For example. If M = 256 
and Ts = Ims. then this rate IS 1/25 6 kHz. 
~uch a high rate may not (depending on the value 
uF N) be achieved with a serial processor 
Instead. one can use a number of Identical 
processors that run In a parallel fashion. see 
Figure 3 Each processor IS sma I I. fast. and 
responsible for al I the computation required at 
one range gate The computation consists of 
spectral estimation. filtering. and abrupt Jump 
monitoring In additIon to achieving a high 
processing rate. this scheme IS advantageous In 
that N decisions. regarding the presence or 
absence of wind shear. at N range gates wi II be 
made all at once This Is a very Informative 
aspect because In a way It reflects the dimension 
of a mlcroburst along the beam axis and It al lows 
for reJection of false alarms on part of the Indi-
vidual processors. I e •• a mlcroburst should 
trigger the output of more than one processor. 
Thus. a voting algorithm. based on prespeclfled 
criteria. can be Implemented to produce one final 
deCISion 
A large number of range time samples. however. 
ImpOses a I Imitation on our processing scheme. A 
large N requires a large number of processors 
wnlCh could be Impractical due to space and pOwer 
I Imitations on board an aircraft. In such a case 
the N discrete sequences can be diVided Into 
gruups each of which Is J sequences long. where J 
IS a submultiple of N Every group will be pro-
':es~ed In a Pdrallel "ashlon on J processors. 
,.hlle the different groups are fed serially. Even 
If! thiS ml .ed processing. an Important Improvement 
In the processing rate would be achieved 
;-r,e prellf'lln..3r'l flndlnos d"~<:rlbed above 
srr:n~lv SUqg~st that the First-passage anal'lsI5 
~~ , jVe ddopted prOVides ..3 Viable approach to the 
-, :~Ie~ of IdentlrVlno the onset or Wind shear 
rf -:: r ~.J!J I ~':I to date center on an I de.3i I zed 
5 "ll"U I C ~eo"'etrv for the w I no pattern and have 
n","'~:r=d nOI _e IJr'Xe!se! speclFleall1 related to 
q I_~d c'ut:e' It 13 not e"'pected. however. that 
'~M rel~.~[ on or these ccnstralnts WI I I alter the 
_col, concl.Jslon Future worK 0'/111 Incorporate 
e~1 ~..3t..3 dnd t~us WI I I be able to determine th~ 
, ... 1:' '"ate eFf I cacy of the ..3pproach 
A." )~!~dgef'len~ ThiS work IS sUPpOrted by a 
_,,,nt from the NASA Ldnql"y qesearch Center In 
w~r~tor. Virginia 
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APPENDIX 8 
Simulated results of state estimates 
Representative state est1mates ut1l1zing the model 1n (41) and (51) and 
the filter in (10 1) and (111) (w1th SOT = 0) are shown below for one range 
gate. The f1lter 1S 1mplemented 1n terms of a square-root algorithm; the 
computer program that produced these results on a CDC Cyber 180 computer 1S 
a 1 so glVen. 
The values of the parameters used 1n the slmulat10n are as follows: 
A = 1.0 P11 = 1.0, P22 = 1.0 
W = 0.5 
c 
A = 0.1 
" = 0.15m 
K1 = 32 (= M) 
Xo = 10.0, Xo = 10.0 
bo = 40.0, bo = 30.0 
...... 
1jI 0 = 1. 0, 1jI 0 = 0 
P33 = 20.0 
P44 = 0.5 
P. = 0.1, i *- J 1J 
In each of the four graphs that follow, the true value of the state 1S 
denoted w1th a SOlld llne and its est1mate 1S denoted w1th a dotted line. 
For example, for state x, the wind velocity before wind shear, the true 
value is Sx and its estimate is Fx; for state z, the true and estimated 
27 
values are Sz and Fz, respectively; etc. Also, each graph shows 63 time 
samples, with the jump tlme (indicatlng the onset of wind shear) occurring 
at time lncrement 32. 
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'J C .., C ~ t.. -=- J: '- F ~ ( L ( ~, i'L T , C L.: :- 1= J ... -;- ~ F :: 1 ') = I ~. ~ I I. T! 'J E 2. C = CuT P L T ) 
".KldoJdl,Jl 
S x (r : 1 27 ) , 5 Z ( C : 1 ~ 7 ) • F> ( ( : 1 n ) , F Z ( C : 127 ) t Fe ( G : 127 ) , 
,r,v"'.\.CI' ,~{, 'L,E~.,,~ ,'.<,=f,CI=,St,F:.,F,G,S" ,Ee, 
': l • r I • • Ct. ~ 1 , ~ z , c., ;: .. , ~ OS , -, t , S I , T ,\' P , ~ L , l' "5 x , L; S c , LJ F X • L' F B , 
07 , F Q • 1 J It ,l' C , t-I • C 7, S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , 54 , S S ,02 ,r 3,04 , '" I , E ~ 1 
') X ( C I • F=X ( 0 ) ,5 B ( 0 I ,F 6 ( C ) ,5 l ( 0 ) , ~ Z ( 0 ) , ) F ( C ) , F 5 ( 0) • w L • C F , 
P:' 2 ( I') ) ,P 1 3 ( C ) , P 23 ( 0 ) , P 14 ( (. ) , P 2 4 ( 0 ) ,F 3 4 ( C ) ,5 $ ( C' ) /2 *1 0.0 , 
~. ( ,: r • ; • " -:- .., • "1 • 1 ': ~ L • ( ,C • C • t ::: 1 • C , 1 • C / -
c ,. t. t ", p ~ C G ~ f,/' 
C 
Qt:~r(l".~rH 1 
10 ~rO"'AT(!1) 
'.oICIT~(?('Itl5) 
15 ~!"R!"AT(5X) 
READf10.~O)VC,~c.eCtUC,AtF,G,~,E~tP11(OI,P22(C),P33(C),P44(O) 
20 ~OQ~AT(F7.4) 
WOtT=(~('.4f") ,r,v,=,"lCol.,F.r.,tf1 
40 I=r Q ~ ~ T ( , Ie = , • F 5 • :? ,2'1. ' lie = , ,F 5.2,2).. • ' 3 ( = , ,F ~ • '5 ,2)( , ' A = , , ~ t: • ;:: , 
1 2 Y , ' ~ =' , F I'j • 4 • 2)' , ' :; = , , F 5 • " , , 0( , ' I<' 1 = , , I 2 / / / ) 
$-.5 
CALL PU')ETfS) 
WRITe: (21).1('''') 
1 (' r) ~ r R ~ ~ T ( , V , • I: 't , ' F X ' .,..)( • ' F Z ' • t )( • ' s , , • t '( , ' r ? ' • eX, 'F S ' , t'( , 
c 
C 
1 'Pll'.t:(,'PZr'.5),'P:3',:X,'P4 4 ') 
UF X-If'. (' *1= 
USX=tJF'( 
UFS-3r.c*r, 
~S'1=4("1.C'*r 
~=F-l.S 
C:o:r,-l.~ 
"'·H-l.O 
F:PI-ER 
C:P=ER-l.C 
A=SQ~Tf2.C*t. ) 
cr a 2 .('*: .1415 c 2 
I:F=2.0*C r /'·/L 
DC 1000 1-01) 
!"'r 5~0 1'=(:,31 
TF (I( .~E. Cl srTC 1,12 
1'\(41=P~1,(Cl 
UI),4)zP34(OJ/O(4) 
~(11zP33(O)-Of4).U(3,4)·.2.0 
U( 4 zP24(Cl/O(4) 
t I ( ~ • 3 ) = ( p 23 ( I) -l (2 ,4) * tJ ( 1 .4) *(, ( 4 ) ) / r ( 3 ) 
I" ( 2 1 = p ., :' ( r ) - ""I ( 1 ) ~ L ( '( • ; ) ~ * 2 • C - ( ( L ) .;. 'J ( 2 • 4 ) * * 2 • 'J 
, , ( 1 , 4 , = E 11. ( C , / ~ ( " 1 
~(1,3)=fP13(0)-~(1,4)·Uf3.4)*[(4ll/C(~) 
Ufl,2).(P12(~)-U(1,31.Uf2,3)*C(3)-U(1,4)*U(2,4)*O(4»)/C(2) 
.L.... ___ ~f)!...:(wl) -P J.l (C ~~( ~) *~ ( 1 ,2) **2. C-[ (: ) *J ( 1,3) *~.Ll::·-.J.L~-' 11-~_' ~::- 2...l_ 
.,. ( e: 1 ~ ,.. 
C 
10? 
T(7) ,.C" 
Tf C\) sL'C 
'J ( 1 , 1 ) s 1 • C 
U(?2)=1.C 
~(J.1)=1.C 
J=I(+I>!r32 
~--------~~~2-=~1-.r~+~F~z~(~~~)Lk=~~~~--------------------------------------------------
;:=_::1"(1')*"';+;:)'(1' 10;: 
r,1.=_::O"!"F7 (.I) 
Ft=F=.QE~L(¥+1)*(Fa(~I~FZ(K).G·E~-D2·FX(K)*F) 
~¥·CCS(Ci=*qrAL(K+1)+FA-FS(K).~) 
"i1l'=t*S H (CF*~E~L (1f+1 )+i=A-F5(1( )*t-) 
f'J=t'*rl.. 
°l=tqC:(1 
~2=PHF() 
Q3=k H'F ( ) 
~i.=PHF() 
1----------.,...,7""c = ~-~-.-;::F'"""'(:-:),------ ------------------------------------~--
c 
c 
c 
Of=P~~c:() 
R7.PHi=(1 
RP-j:1UIF( ) 
AK-SQPT(-2.C·~C*ALOG(Rl»*CCS(CC*RZ) 
Vll'sS~~T(-2.CtVC·ALOG(R3»*COS'CO*R~) 
1K=5~~T(-?C'?C~AL:C(t5».CC5(~G*~b) 
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